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Krumbs Reporting for Duty
This is my mission…
I’m a pet-detective and it’s TOP SECRET – shhhh – even
Cookie doesn’t know.
I’ve been asked by a special team of agents to help them
stop a gang of nasty, feline-fact-thieves.
Who are these crazy-cats?
They’re one ruff-tuff bunch trying to stop
YOU from learning anything NEW. Can I
depend on you to help stop their wicked
plot?
All you have to do is ask – ask questions, that is. Once
these kitty-culprits see all your queries, they’ll be
lured over here and we can nab them.
I’m ready to use my super-sniffer-dog-detective skills to
search out the answers for you. Are you ready to help
catch the feline-fact-thieves?
Have fun and get to work. Leave your questions in the
comments section of Krumbs Pet-Detective…and be
careful
Krumbs – Pet Detective

# 1 Kitty-Culprit
Loco-Lou
See this funny-feline? He’s number one on our capture list – Loco Lou.
Oh, he may
look cute and cuddly, but that’s his very
clever disguise.

PROFILE:
Loco-Lou left his comfy home and endless
supply of cat treats to join the felinethieves. Why? Cause he was tired of the
constant noise, interrupting his cat-naps.
Loco Lou or Louie to his family, only
wanted to lounge around eating kitty
kibble all day. However, Amy and Josh
(the family kids) would awaken him to
play, then start to ask him questions
like…”Louie, why are you so lazy?” Or
”Louie why won’t you chase your jingle ball?”
It was more than Louie could take. So he waited until Josh accidentally left
the kitchen door open and he escaped. Now he’s one of THEM –
determined to put a stop to all questions.

Mission:

Help me catch Loco Lou. Leave a question in the comment
section of Krumbs Pet-Detective. That’s the only way we’ll lure Louie out
of hiding.
CLICK HERE.

Krumbs Pet-Detective

# 2 Kitty-Culprit
Fatty Calico
Fatty Calico, a.k.a Fat-Cat-Cal is still on
the loose. He may be over-weight but he’s
slick and tough to catch.

PROFILE:
Fat-Cat-Cal had a good life…once.
He lived with a little lady in her little house
on a little hill. Every morning Fat-Cat-Cal
would look out of the little window gazing
over the little pond where all the little fish
swam. The little lady would then feed him
a little breakfast out of his little bowl and
give him a little pat on the head.
But for Fat-Cat-Cal this wasn’t enough. He was tired of the little lady, with
her little house and his little meals out of his little bowl. So one evening
when the little lady went to her little bed, Fat-Cat-Cal snuck out to the little
pond and captured all the little fish. When the little lady found him, he was
lying on his back, fat and full and all her little fish were gone.
Nobody quite knows what the little lady did or said to Fatty Calico that
day, but he’s been on the run with the Feline-Fact-Thieves ever since.

Mission:

Leave your question for Krumbs Pet-Detective to help put
away this Fishy-Fatty Cat.
CLICK HERE
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# 3 Kitty-Culprit
Boo Boo
Boo Boo, as his name implies is accident prone. But even though he’s
bumped and bruised he can still put up a fight.

PROFILE:
As a kitten, Boo Boo never learned how
to climb trees, chase a mouse or even fall
feet first (as all cats are supposed to do).
Boo Boo lived on his own and mostly
hung around the park with its soft grassy
areas. That is, until tiny Teena found
him one day curled under a park bench.
She cooed over him and fixed up his
many cuts and bruises. She even
wrapped Boo Boo up in a very pink, very
fuzzy blanket and pushed him around in
her toy baby-buggy.
Boo Boo thought this was great – no more accidents. But soon all the other
neighborhood felines made fun of him, calling him names like – Baby Boo
Boo and Sir Baby-Blanket-Boo-Boo. This was more than he could take, so
Boo Boo ran off to become a ruff and tuff, Feline-Fact-Thieve.

Mission:

Leave questions over at Krumbs Pet-Detective to get Boo Boo
behind bars, where he’ll never hurt himself (or anyone) again. CLICK
HERE
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#4 Kitty-Culprit
Fritz“Fink” Jones
Fritz “Fink” Jones or The Fink to his
friends is believed to be the brains
behind this whole operation. He’s not
afraid of anything and is one smart cat.

PROFILE:
Fritz-the-Fink never had a home. He
comes from a long line of strays - his
mother was a stray, as was her mother
and her mother before that.
Being a stray meant living on the streets
and living on the streets made Fritz
tough. But it also made him sneaky and
undependable, (he’d rat you out
for…well…a rat), this is also how he got his name – The Fink.
Many nights Fritz would lie on top of the grimy, greasy garbage cans and
ask himself, why? Why was I born a stray? Why must I eat scraps? Why
must I sleep in trash? Soon Fritz became so tired of all the questions in his
head, he vowed to put a stop to any and all questions from that day
forward.

Mission:

Catch this guy and the rest will soon follow. CLICK HERE
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# 5 Kitty-Culprit
Tony the Toothpick
Tony the Toothpick – a.k.a Tony T, is a
happy-go-lucky fellow with a huge grin
and a watchful eye. Don’t let ‘em fool ya.

PROFILE:
Tony T was the prized-pet of a very rich
and very famous veterinarian who
specialized in giving animals a nice smile.
From the first day the good doctor
brought Tony home, he always made sure
to brush Tony’s teeth - after snacks and
before bed. But no matter how hard the
good doctor tried, Tony’s teeth were
terrible. They were crooked and stumpy
and didn’t shine at all.
The doctor was very ashamed that Tony was such a mess, plus, Tony was
ruining his business. So Tony decided to leave the good doctor. That’s
when he met up with the Feline-Fact-Thieves, who in exchange for his help
promised Tony a new smile. And that’s just what they did – Tony T is now
a loyal member of the Feline-Thieves and the proud owner of a big, shiny
set of false teeth. Tony is never without a smile or a toothpick.

Mission:

Let’s wipe the cheesy grin off this cat’s face. Leave your
questions at Krumbs Pet-Detective. CLICK HERE
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Your Mission
Are you up to the challenge of putting these kitty-culprits
away for a long, long time?
Then we need your help.
I’m waiting for you over at Krumbs Pet-Detective;
http://krumbsdogdetective.wordpress.com
Once you arrive all you have to do is think of a question
and leave it in the comments section. I will then sniff out
the answer and post it under your question.
This will lure these nasty cats here in no time. Plus, after
we catch a feline, we’ll create a new page and post each
and every one of your questions that brought the felinefact-thieves to justice.
So put your thinking-detective-caps on and rush over to
my web site at; http://krumbsdogdetective.wordpress.com
Don’t Delay!

Krumbs Pet Detective

What’s the coolest Café around? Imagination-Café of course!
Located on the web at http://imagination-cafe.com this
magazine is designed for kids ages 4-12. It’s loaded with,
FREE, fun and safe things to do.
Open Mic; Kids “Dish” on daily topics
Games; Cool and totally FREE
Articles;
* History
* Sports
* Health
* Science
Doggy Bag; Cool facts and fun about all kinds of animals
Recipes; Kid-friendly –add your own favourites
Job-a-Poolza; Professionals talk about their careers
…and so much more
Check us out online at Imagination-Café.com
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